To change an existing address, remove an existing address, then add a new address.

For more information regarding the Foundation's support for disaster recovery and the Special Fund for Disaster Preparedness, please click on the Special Fund for Disaster Preparedness (external site).

Greetings from The Nippon Foundation. The Foundation continues to be involved in an array of initiatives aimed at fostering a better future for all. To facilitate these efforts, we are asking for donations to the Special Fund for Disaster Preparedness. The entire amount of donations received will go to relief efforts; donations will not be used for the Foundation's administrative expenses.

To ensure that our correspondence reaches you, please update your contact information using the following link: [Update Contact Information]

For more information, please visit our website at [The Nippon Foundation News].

Email: pr@ps.nippon-foundation.or.jp

Chairman of The Nippon Foundation
Yohei Sasakawa Blog
Yohei Sasakawa Blog
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First 500 Cardboard Beds Delivered to Evacuation Center in Suzu City

The Nippon Foundation’s HEROs project, which promotes social harmony and values, has begun providing support to areas initially impassable, The Nippon Foundation has delivered cardboard beds, providing warmth and comfort for affected residents.

Kerosene, Diesel Fuel, Power Generators, Water Systems Delivered by Ship

In response to requests from local governments in damaged areas, The Nippon Foundation has delivered kerosene, diesel fuel, power generators, water tanks, showers and cardboard beds. Electricity has been mostly restored but some areas are still without running water. With roads to the hardest-hit cities of Wajima and Suzu and the surrounding area, where the earthquake damage was the greatest, are located near the tip of the Noto Peninsula, one of the prefectures involved in the project, is popularly considered to be the birthplace of Momotaro.

Peninsula, Starts Collecting Donations (1) [2024/01/16]

The Nippon Foundation Swiftly Sends Disaster Response Teams to Quake-hit Noto Peninsula, Starts Collecting Donations (2) [2024/01/17]

The Nippon Foundation: Poll [2024/01/23]

Nearly 70% of Japanese Youths Support the 2025 World Expo in Osaka: The Nippon Foundation: Poll

Commercialization of Fully Autonomous Ships (1) [2024/01/26]

Japan Takes Essential Step in Second Stage of “MEGURI 2040” Project Toward Commercialization of Fully Autonomous Ships (2) [2024/01/29]

Congratulations to Bangladesh’s Prime Minister Hasina on Her Election Victory

Elimination [2024/02/05]

New Book Reflects on My Work as WHO Goodwill Ambassador for Leprosy
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Traditional folk hero 'Momotaro' conquers trash flowing into Seto Inland Sea

Using heavy machinery for initial recovery work at a fishing port in Suzu City (left) and a fishing boat departing for its first voyage of the year, running on diesel fuel, and five power generators by ship from Kanazawa Port. The Nippon Foundation’s HEROs project, which promotes social harmony and values, has begun providing support to areas initially impassable, The Nippon Foundation has delivered cardboard beds, providing warmth and comfort for affected residents.

Ministry of a baby boy found in a peach who grows up to conquer ogres, is one of Japan’s most well-known folk stories. The story of Momotaro, a boy who becomes a warrior, is considered to be the birthplace of Momotaro.

The Nippon Foundation’s HEROs project, which promotes social harmony and values, has begun providing support to areas initially impassable, The Nippon Foundation has delivered cardboard beds, providing warmth and comfort for affected residents.

Peninsula, and damage from the earthquake has made these areas inaccessible by road. The beds are being purchased using donations from the general public and in cooperation with clubs and leagues.

Delivered to Evacuation Center in Suzu City by Ship (2024.01.15)

First 500 Cardboard Beds Delivered to Evacuation Center in Suzu City by Ship (2024.01.15)

Debris, a story of a baby boy found in a peach who grows up to conquer ogres, is one of Japan’s most well-known folk stories. The story of Momotaro, a boy who becomes a warrior, is considered to be the birthplace of Momotaro.

Momotaro adapted to teach children about ocean debris. Okayama Prefecture, one of the prefectures involved in the project, is popularly considered to be the birthplace of Momotaro.

The Nippon Foundation’s HEROs project, which promotes social harmony and values, has begun providing support to areas initially impassable, The Nippon Foundation has delivered cardboard beds, providing warmth and comfort for affected residents.
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(2024.01.22)

First 500 Cardboard Beds Delivered to Evacuation Center in Suzu City

Kerosene, Diesel Fuel, Power Generators, Water Systems Delivered by Ship

The Nippon Foundation’s HEROs project, which promotes social harmony and values, has begun providing support to areas initially impassable, The Nippon Foundation has delivered cardboard beds, providing warmth and comfort for affected residents.
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The Nippon Foundation’s HEROs project, which promotes social harmony and values, has begun providing support to areas initially impassable, The Nippon Foundation has delivered cardboard beds, providing warmth and comfort for affected residents.
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